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Latent Learning Curriculums is a 
collection of texts, excerpts and 
statements found while conducting 
research on a project called Artiscycle. 
The project is an ongoing research 
platform exploring the working models 
of art groups, spaces and projects. 
Artiscycle frames the applied art 
practices1 used by these groups and 
spaces as a kind of situated learning 
process in which a new model for 
problem solving, community formation 
and engagement unfolds.

The selections here explore the 
changing meanings of learning 
and community, providing a critical 
discourse on the hidden learning 
processes embedded within 
interdisciplinary art and social practices. 
In many ways the ongoing research 
Artiscycle is generating, seeks to 
re-frame the concept of learning as 
inseparable and inherently tied to 
actional contexts within social practices. 

In viewing the practices of artists 
and cultural creatives, as a learning 
process, we can better understand 
opportunities for using art as a tool for 
building community and addressing 
emergent social challenges. In so doing, 
Artiscycle rejects the conventional 
notion of “curriculum”, instead positing 
the idea that applied aesthetic practices 
comprise a new kind of “learning 

curriculum”, art as a transformative 
social process in which legitimate 
participation is offered to a community. 

I posit here, that if we begin to consider 
how art practices can indeed be 
framed as a kind of learning process 
– it may help practitioners and artists 
alike understand the value their 
practices have in forming community 
and transforming social conditions. 
Not only, this but it allows for a new 
conversation about how to re-imagine 
the metrics in which we assess the 
value of these emerging practices, to be 
more dynamic, situated and inclusive of 
different kinds of data and outcomes. 
Art has been a transformative force 
within situated communities in the past, 
and may hold the key to a new kind of 
strategy to assist these communities in 
dealing with new economic, ecological 
and social realities. The need to 
understand how this can be absorbed, 
reproduced and implemented is of 
utmost importance.

This research here follows three main 
statements:

Introduction

Christopher Lee Kennedy
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1. Applied aesthetics such as public art, interventions, relational art and psychogeography, refer to 
creative practices that address sit issues.

1. Applied art practices comprise a 
“learning curriculum” in their intent 
and process
2. Applied art practices foster the 
development of communities of 
practice and interest
3. Applied art practices provide 
a new context in which to 
consider problem solving, offering 
interdisciplinary and participatory 
frameworks in which to work within

Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation (Learning in Doing: Social, Cognitive and 
Computational Perspectives) by Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger (Paperback - Sep 27, 1991)
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Note: “Applied aesthetics” is not a 
new genre classification - but indeed 
the exact opposite; a term serving as a 
combinative grouping to absorb many 
genres that fall into an interdisciplinary 
category of art practice. Applied 
aesthetics as a term is used here to 
help simplify the conversation about art 
practices that engage the social sphere 
and provide a unifying framework for 
inclusive consideration.

In this sense, applied aesthetics such 
as public art, interventions, relational art 
and psychogeography, refer to creative 
practices that address sociocultural 
issues. They serve as an essential tool 
for cultivating authentic community and 
facilitating situated learning.

Artists, designers and citizens typically 
use applied aesthetics outside of 
the gallery, outside of the museum 
and instead in the everyday realms 
of situated communities. Through 
collaborative, participatory and 
politically-motivated practices many 
artists and collectives have harnessed 
aesthetic practice as a means to 
visualize, interpret and motivate different 
ways of living in the world that are often-
times more equitable or holistic.

Some characteristics: 

1. Art as dynamic situations and spaces 
for dialogue. 

2. Strategies for harnessing the ideas 
and energies of people who feel 
excluded from the art community 

3. An open practice to engage social, 
ecological and cultural processes that 
integrate art, environmentalism, and 
communities. 

4. A platform for discussing how 
social practices may intersect and be 
collaborative

5. A tool and means to create 
participatory and playful works, which 
reflect on contemporary sociocultural 
issues 

6. Using the creative arts to explore 
polarized social and ecological themes 
and issues 

7. A positive catalyst of individual, 
socio-cultural and environmental well-
being 

8. A Platform that works across 
disciplines for social and ecological 
justice.

Applied 
Aesthetics

A working defintion
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What do you each find most interest-
ing or satisfying about Working as part 
of this collective?

nis rømer: apart from being able to share resources, be-
ing a part of a community allows you to test your ideas, 
which is useful when working in the social sphere.

amy franceschini: i like to think of free soil as a mother 
ship: a free-floating and opensource system of activities 
and resources that lands on occasion. We all have an 
interest in sharing our resources and collectively ques-
tioning the social and political landscape that surrounds 
us. at this point, we try to stay as open as possible.

myriel milicevic: looking simultaneously at the same 
issues from remote places is quite interesting—we can 
compare patterns and behaviors between different 
locations, and often their conditions are linked to one 
another.

are there other artists or thinkers 
Who have been particularly influential 
for you, individually or collectively?

af: a ceramics teacher, Joe hawley, in undergraduate 
studies told me, “art is a verb!” i have always held this 
close to my heart. paolo soleri and miguel de cervantes’s 
Quixote share the same umbrella in terms of persever-
ance and fantasy. recently i have been charmed by tim 
hunkin’s secret life of machines series. others: hans 
haacke, Jacob moreno, rudolph steiner, stephen Wil-
lats.

nr: people working close to me have always been very 
important, from a distance a few would be: curator mary 
Jane Jacob, artists group material, rirkrit tiravanija, 
Öyvind fahlström, and bas Jan ader, and the film safe 
by todd haynes.

mm: flatland by edwin abbott keeps reminding me 
that we can always zoom out into dimensions we didn’t 
imagine possible and can have tremendous fun with 
that. shigeru miyamoto for creating these cunning 
worlds that people enjoy exploring. my childhood hero 
heinz sielmann, an old german fossil who made animal 
documentaries. also the interaction design institute 
iyrea: in the last couple of years people decided to move 
from all over the world to a little town in the north of 
italy, carrying along with them all kinds of personal skills 
and histories, all of them ready to experiment with this 
amorphous field “interaction design” in their own and 
joint ways.

hoW do you see your Work fitting into 
the current state of global art prac-
tice?

af/nr: maybe we can rephrase the question to ask why 
we choose to work under the umbrella of art rather than 
activism. We all agree that art remains more open than 
activism. We have found that much activism is bound by 
prescribed thoughts, dogma, and manifestoes. art does 
not have to have one aim and that helps us avoid clichéd 
activist positions. this openness possibly allows for more 
mobility without constraints of “right” and “wrong.” We 
share a common, growing concern about a world that is 
on the verge of an environmental, military, and economic 
crisis. We are compelled to engage with this reality.

mm: recently we have observed that an interest in 
environmental awareness and sustainability has gained 
relevance not only in many art projects but also within 
business strategies, technology industries, and politics. 
this development is as exciting as it is curious. at the 
same time, i feel there is a danger in words like “sustain-
able” becoming popular buzzwords—they inevitably will 
lose their meaning as people grow tired of them. artists’ 
intentions may be doubted when they address such top-
ics. it will be an interesting challenge to keep people on 
their toes. [...]

from: beyond green: toward a sustainable art, stepha-
nie smith, 2005 smart museum of art, university of 
chicago and independent curators international

Future Farmers

Through collaboration, we 
explore the relationship of 
concept and creative process 
between interdisciplinary 
artists.

What does this have to do with art?
art is always what people want it to be. it is not a ques-
tion of consensus; everyone does not have to share a 
single view on art. it is more that people who use the 
same definition for art find themselves in groups. they 
find themselves united on the basis of their common 
conception of art, as they do on the basis of their views 
on religion, morality or tulip cultivation. if under the 
heading art a group understands the academic concep-
tion of the nineteenth century, in other words the mas-
tery of craftsmanship, a universal ideal of beauty, and the 
material art object, then it will get into disagreements 
with others who see art as the process instead of the 
tangible artwork. if a group wants diversions, spectacles, 
events and thrills to fatten up its free time, then it is in 
disagreement with another group that approaches art 
with respect, devotion and contemplation. yet another 
understanding of art is the following: enough consump-
tion and enough genuflection. this is a conception of 
art that feels responsible for the social, political and 
economic conditions under which we live.

Words change their meaning according to who is using 
them. take the word common, which has acquired an 
additional pejorative meaning over the years. originally 
associated with community, it has a social meaning. 
various associations with the ordinary and average - in 
other words with that which people have in common, 
with that which is not unusual - have added a meaning 
to this adjective which implies coarse, asocial and even 
underhanded.

changes of meaning don’t necessarily have to occur 
unintentionally. the word tree has been understood to 
mean the same thing for a long time. but if a poet were 
to jokingly describe a telephone pole as a tree, the de-
scription would be accepted. if the readers were amused 
by this description and used it themselves wherever they 
found the opportunity, and if eventually Webster’s added 

a corresponding entry (“slang for telephone pole”), then 
the tree would no longer be just what it once was.

the understanding of a word like art can be influenced. 
it is permanently being influenced and constantly being 
“negotiated” anew. With every change in the word’s 
meaning, the functions of art also change. in view of 
the american philosopher richard rorty’s claim that 
concepts are continually being implemented as means 
of achieving certain purposes, all that remains in the 
end is the question: What is the word art used for? Who 
achieves what with it?

if the word art is used to indicate something extraor-
dinary, an exalted entity created by humans, then the 
stipulation is likely to be included that art should not 
have anything to do with everyday mundane situations, 
that it must remain untouched by reality, just as it 
leaves real circumstances untouched. by contrast, there 
have been efforts since the beginning of the twentieth 
century to develop another understanding of art. since 
then actions, ideas or processes that involve themselves 
in the circumstances under which we live have also been 
considered art.

Just as traditional artworks, material objects, whether 
paintings or bottle drying racks, cannot initially be art 
per se, but rather are awarded this appellation through 
special sanctioning, perfectly normal actions or sociopo-
litical interventions can be given this appellation. fol-
lowing their presentation within the context of art and 
after the acceptance of their petition to be recognized 
as art, these actions mutate and suddenly are art. When 
something like medical care for the homeless is made 
available, or when conditions in a deportation detention 
facility can be improved, then these are interventions 
that in no way differentiate themselves from similar 
activist measures taken outside of the realm of art. they 
first become art when this is demanded by the activists 
and confirmed by a community.

there of course instantly arises the question of who in 
society determines what is to be recognized as art and 
which criteria are used thereby. is it the majority? is it an 
elite group or a “mafia of experts” who make all decisions 
within a closed circle of insiders? marcel duchamp 
always pointed out that other paintings could just as well 
hang in the louvre. still there must be some determin-
ing forces at work, because although everything can be 
art, in the end everything is not really art after all. clearly 
there are notions and criteria in the background, whose 
functioning is responsible for what is given recognition.

WochenKlausur

There are problems 
everywhere that cannot be 
solved using conventional 
approaches and are thus 
suitable subjects for artistic 
projects.
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[poster dWelling; land, market and 
economy]

my grandfather was born on a farm in england in 1883. 
as a child he used a plough exactly like the one in this 
picture. the design hadn’t changed much in the previous 
10,000 years. at 19 my grandfather moved from the farm 
to the city. back then there were about a billion people 
on the earth, and nine out of ten of us lived in villages. 
over my grandfathers 97 years, technology expanded 
at a n enormous rate. he got to see the development of 
cars, radios, televisions and airplanes. i was seven years 
old, when he died. in that year the world’s population 
was about three billion. i am now forty-four, and there 
are now about six billion of us. half of us now live in a 
city. how we think about land and the environment that 
sustains us has changed. in turn, how we think about 
ourselves has changed. increasingly, our economic and 
political systems demand that we think of ourselves, and 
of land, solely in terms of markets. complexity must be 
stripped out. vital components must be abstracted and 
purified and set into a simple mechanism.

enclosures

enclosure meant the taking ‘common land’, land that 
was once used freely by anybody who needed it into 
private ownership. in other words, making a open, public 
asset into an exclusive and tradable private property. it’s 
the process we now call ‘privatisation’. before enclosure 
large areas england were open to grazing. from the 
1450s
onwards, land over which many poor people had rights 
to graze animals began] to be ‘closed’ off by wealthy 
farmers for their own use. by the 18th century, half the 
common fields in england had been turned into private 
property. stripped of their historic rights to the land, 
many poor people starved, and many areas of the country 
suffered from depopulation. later on, more ‘common’ or 
‘waste’ land – land that had never been owned, such as 
open heaths, moorlands and highlands – were enclosed. 
in the final phase, between the 17th and 19th centuries, 

very large-scale enclosures of all types of land were 
enabled by act of parliament. until that time, enclosures 
had not had the force of government behind them, but 
the crown, parliament and the church had lacked the 
power, or will, to stop them. in the final phase, enclosure 
was encouraged by the government and backed by the 
force of law. the idea of stripping people of their rights 
and giving the land they occupied to a private owner 
therefore required conceptual justification.

the key concept developed in the early 19th century 
to enable the movement from public to private control 
was called ‘the tragedy of the commons’. the concept 
helped to clarify the modern idea of property and its 
role in contemporary political economy. rationalising 
the work of sickle, scythe and flail. the machine became 
popular during the 20th century and has been part of the 
green revolution. a revolution that had the intention to 
spread agriculture technologies. there were three basic 
elements in the method of the green revolution: (1) 
continued expansion of farming areas; (2) double-crop-
ping existing farmland; (3) using seeds with improved 
genetics.

commodity logic

the commodity logic creates a view of land as ‘fungible’. 
that is it renders land as an object that is as easily 
exchangeable in a marketplace. yet, land and people exist 
in value systems that exist outside of the marketplace. 
to treat land as a commodity it must be forcibly stripped 
of those complex socio-cultural and environmental 
characteristics. treating land that way has allowed our 
economic system to do some very strange things, as we 
shall see.

the advocates of parliamentary enclosures argued that if 
common land was bought under private ownership, the 
new owners would have an ‘incen tive’ not to overgraze 
the land. Why would they willingly destroy their own 
property? indeed, it was argued that, if the land was 
owned as private property, there would be an additional 
incentive for the new owner to ‘invest’ in the land in 
order to ‘improve’ its productivity. if the land was left as 
a commons, it was argued, the people who used it had no 
‘incentive’ to limit their overgrazing. nor was there any 
‘incentive’ for an individual to invest in the land in order 
to improve it.

from

Learning Group

A focus on the local 
conditions in which art 
practice is located.

Why would an individual do that, the advocates argued? 
if they did so, they would not receive the full benefit 
of their personal investment. rather the benefits of 
their personal investment would be spread amongst all 
the people who had access to commons (what modern 
economists call the ‘free rider’ problem). the individual 
would loose out. therefore no rational individual would 
invest in the land. thus it was that, in the name of 
improving the land, and making it more productive, in 
order to ‘feed more people’, hundreds of thousands of 
people were moved off their land and vast tracks of com-
mon land were privatised.

tragedy of the commons

if any of the common land had in fact been used as the 
‘tragedy’ narrative suggested, overgrazing would have 
already exhausted the land by the time the parliamentary 
acts came into force. in fact, common land was subject 
to rights of access, or ‘usufructs’. customary laws and 
cultural practices ordered the general use of such land. 
there is no evidence that, in traditional systems, peasant 
farmers acted like the selfish, rational, purely profit seek-
ing individuals of the theory. to presume so, presupposes 
that the rural communities treated common land not 
as a resource critical to their own, and their families and 
neighbour’s survival, but as ‘free property’ to do with 
what they personally wanted. but a right to ‘access’ is 
categorically not the same thing as the right to ‘exclude’ 
and the right to ‘dispose’ at ones own will – those are 
the rights that define private property, not common 
land. every farmer knows not to overgraze their fields, 
whether or not they own those fields as private property 
is immaterial. static rural communities are embed-
ded in local environmental knowledge, which as many 
anthropologists acknowledge, is the seedbed from which 
cultural traditions develop. it is exactly within such 
cultural traditions that knowledge about overgrazing and 
respect for ones neighbours in transmitted. the ‘tragedy 
of the commons’ was then a convenient fiction. [...]
 

from www.learningsite.info
bhu swaraj, vandana shiva, learning group 
[poster dwelling; land, market and economy]
delhi, 2008

against competition

much of the art world is structured to favor competition. 
grants are competitive. students compete for funding. 
hundreds compete for a single teaching position. artists 
compete with artists - stealing ideas instead of sharing 
them, or using copyright laws to prohibit thoughtful 
re-use. artists compete for shows in a limited number 
of exhibition spaces instead of finding their own ways to 
exhibit outside of these venues. artists conceal opportu-
nities from their friends as a way of getting an edge up in 
this speculative capital-driven frenzy. gallerists compete 
with other gallerists and curators compete with curators. 
artists who sell their work compete for the attention of 
a limited number of collectors. collectors compete with 
other collectors to acquire the work of artists. 

temporary services seeks to create and participate in 
ethical relationships that are not competitive and are 
mutually beneficial. We develop strategies for harnessing 
the ideas and energies of people who may have never 
participated in an art project before, or who may feel 
excluded from the art community. We mobilize the gen-
erosity of many people to produce projects on a scale that 
none of us could achieve in isolation. We strive towards 
aesthetic experiences built upon trust and unlimited 
experimentation.

from www.temporaryservices.org

Temporary 
Services

Socially dynamic situations 
and spaces for dialogue
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We, the architect and the choreographer, started out on 
a hunch. We started with the idea that there’s something 
funny about loss, and the hope that the performance 
of loss might transform it in a way that contempla-
tion could not. in true classical fashion, there would be 
three acts: act one began with a private song and dance 
unwittingly gone public; act two was a study in falling, 
paused and played with the spoken words “go” and “no;” 
act three was a solo in which a dancer plays the world’s 
tiniest violin. We wanted high camp and honesty in the 
same breath; we wanted to lie without being deceptive. 
We developed our ideas with notions of soft walls, of 
movable, shimmering walls, and the temptation to shift 
bodies and hide things became irresistible.

the architect brought up vito acconci, a poet turned 
video and performance artist who now makes build-
ings, and he seemed an apt godfather for the work we 
wanted to make. in “seedbed” (1972), acconci lay on a 
gallery floor, his body hidden from view by a ramp. the 
artist whispered his fantasies of people walking above 
him into a microphone that projected his voice into the 
public space while he masturbated below. the piece was 
designed in such a way that everyone who set foot on the 
floor stepped into the artist’s fantasy. We liked the idea 
of making superfront an interactive dream, a fertile field 
where we could splice memories with narrative, wigs, 
and hopefully some glitter. something between a group-
process variety show and a prayer, where the shifting 
landscape played with the spectator’s perspective.

We started to think of our hunch as a premonition when 
i, the choreographer, fell through a trapdoor. i lost a bit 
of my finger, tore some ligaments in my knee, and for 
quite a while after my sense of my body was dominated 
by what had been taken away. our sense of humor about 
the project was always a little tongue in cheek, and we 
were good sports, so we started to think about how we 
would make a dance without dancing. i made list i could 

send to my friends, and they would each make move-
ment phrases from those instructions.

What is it they say about the best-laid plans? things 
change, is the point. ping, the architect, wanted us to 
make a piece about what really happened. i, the choreog-
rapher, wanted to drop out of the project. i never sent out 
my movement list, and i was having trouble visualizing 
the outcomes of my directions, without being able to try 
them on my own body.

as it turns out, the best way for me to deal with loss, 
when i couldn’t perform it because it was still happen-
ing, was to just be with it. i tried to be still, and while 
the world outside my bedroom door was hoping and 
changing the age of obama into existence, i listened. i 
couldn’t get up and be in it, but i could feel it. it made 
me want to make an audio track, to make a record of the 
moment. i started recording conversations i had with 
my parents and older family members, asking them 
about the election and the changes in the air, and also 
giving false accounts of what happened in my accident. 
meanwhile, ping made some tight animations with shiny 
moving walls and lyrics from “total eclipse of the heart,” 
and offered to help me arrange my audio tracks.

i was reading the invisible man again, and i decided 
to read ellison’s introduction, for the first time. his ex-
aminations of seeing and being seen, and of artifice and 
survival in writing the novel seemed uniquely relevant to 
our weird and wonderful process. he relates his experi-
ence that … despite the bland assertion of sociologists, 
“high visibility” actually rendered one un-visible … i 
asked myself, what else was there to sustain our will to 
persevere but laughter?... it was a startling idea, yet … was 
so persuasive with echoes of blues-toned laughter[...]

from archeography project
on the making of ‘a void’
by kate Johnson

www.superfront.org

Superfront

..support, promote, 
and produce radically 
contemporary architecture, 
while fostering creative 
interdisciplinary exchange
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[...] sal randolph: in your writing you’ve been an advo-
cate for the “art of living” as distinct from the art of “art.” 
you went to art school, but remain very skeptical about 
the value of the art context. What’s your relationship 
to art and the art context now, and how do you see that 
going forward?

randall szott: Well, i should probably preface things by 
saying that i’m aware that these art/life distinctions can 
be fluid, problematic, reifying, etc.

having said that, i should backtrack just a bit and 
explain my past relationship to working in an art context. 
i went to three private art schools as an undergraduate, 
but eventually abandoned art and pursued an inter-
disciplinary degree at a university. i did that for several 
reasons. first, undergraduate art education seemed 
overly concerned with ‘how to make’ and ‘what to make’ 
sorts of questions. i believed that the more important 
questions were why make and how does making fit 
within a context larger than the history of art. second, 
when those questions were addressed, it was in that 
cursory “math for artists” sort of way - a real dumbing 
down of ideas. third, it served me better to become 
unaffiliated academically and allow my questions to 
determine coursework rather than the other way around. 
finally, i really felt like people in art school had no real 
foundation of knowledge for making art, they had no 
perspective to draw from, other than art itself which 
seemed to me to be an incredibly insular and unsatisfy-
ing point of departure.

i found philosophy/cultural studies to be best suited to 
my needs and supplemented that with anthropology, art 
history, folklore, and women’s studies. the funny thing 

is, that there is an inverse logic at play within most of 
those disciplines. at the undergrad level, the “big ques-
tions” are in play, but once you enter graduate school 
you generally have to become hyper-specialized in your 
research agenda. and even as an undergrad, the mad-
dening thing was that every idea had to be pursued 
discursively, in the form of the academic essay. that 
was, and is, what has always drawn me back to art - the 
incredible diversity of acceptable research methodolo-
gies and approaches. so despite many of my reservations 
about the way the art context ends up being a distraction, 
mostly by generating conversations that require an art 
critical/historical contextualization to activities that 
have an ancillary relationship to those discourses, i went 
ahead and got two grad degrees in art because of the flex-
ibility of the discipline.

so, to finally get to your question, i’m not exactly skepti-
cal of the art context itself, as much as i’m skeptical of 
the legions of people i find working within it that would 
be better suited in another context. for instance, i’m a 
collector. i have collections of things that make perfect 
sense within the history of artist collections and that 
could be displayed consistently within the conventions 
of art exhibitions. the problem is, i have no interest in 
either of those. i have tried to find strategies of public 
display that circumvent art contextualization altogether - 
by renting display cases in antique malls, utilizing public 
library vitrines, entering them in state fair competitions, 
offering them for sale at flea markets, using web based 
collection sites, etc. the problem, of course, is that my 
collections often have a critical dimension to them, a 
conscious relationship to the history of material culture 
and any number of other intellectual conversations. dis-
playing them in these “marginal” ways tends to impede 
those sorts of conversations.

i think this is a dilemma for many people who want to 
think about and through culture in complicated ways 
- do i show them in an art context, however imperfectly 
it addresses my concerns and burdens me with a history 
i’m not particularly interested in? or do i explore them 
elsewhere and suffer from the lack of critical, promotion-
al, and organizational infrastructure that the art context 
provides? for obvious reasons, many people choose the 
former, while i have tended to choose the latter. i also 
think there are many who choose to do both which 
is probably the most sensible and where i see myself 
operating now and in the future. although, i really only 
care to operate in the art context in a curatorial/critical 
mode rather than the artist mode, but those distinctions 
are fluid themselves obviously.

Art Leisure 
Instead of Art 
Work

Intheconversation’s Sal Randolph talks 
with Randall Szott about collections, 
cooking, the “art of living,” and infra-
institutional activity. 

http://intheconversation.blogs.com

i am highly skeptical of the value of much contemporary 
art practice however as i’m not entirely convinced that 
people have really given full consideration to the range of 
tactics available for exploring ideas. i worry that the siren 
call of an “anything is possible” art world distracts people 
from the hard work of building other, more appropriate, 
contexts. given what i know about the current state of 
art education, higher education, and institutional logics 
generally, the production and support of these other 
contexts seems very far away. despite this, in my possibly 
pathetic and overly romantic vision of the considered life, 
i am quite hopeful about the ability of (art and non-art) 
people to improve their own experience and others’ in 
both grand and mundane ways. and that belief keeps the 
seduction of cynicism in check for me.

sr: you raise an interesting point about the implications 
of the word “work,” and i’d like to zigzag back a bit from 
contexts and explore it further. one thing that strikes me 
is that we don’t have a very deep vocabulary to talk about 
the kind of activities you’re describing. i think words like 
“work,” project,” and “practice,” have been an attempt 
by artists (and others) to broaden the discourse (the way 
“experiment” was for an earlier generation), but it’s true 
that they are used so commonly in an art context that 
they do evoke ideas of professionalism. you’ve used the 
words “dilettante” and “leisure” in a suggestive way - how 
does your theory of leisure relate to the way we can talk 
and think about the kinds of activities you’re interested 
in?

rs: the naming of leisurearts has a simple back story. 
most newspapers have an arts and leisure section or a 
variation like living arts. as an aside, the usa today’s 
version is the life section which begs the question, what 
do the other sections cover? i found that the material 
covered in those sections, especially in smaller markets 
like mobile, al or galveston, tX (for the most part, 
as the newspaper increases in circulation, the coverage 
tends to homogenize around less diverse, less locally 
driven forms of culture.), was precisely the sort of stuff i 
found most interesting - profiles of local artists or ama-
teur historians, fishing reports, restaurant/movie reviews, 
civic association coverage, comic book club listings, etc. 
i thought it might be nice to operate under a title that 
might evoke some of that sensibility while also resonat-
ing with some deeper connections in my thinking.

i don’t really have a theory of leisure per se, but i have 
been researching it for the past few years. i’ve found that 
leisure studies (believe it or not there is such a thing, 
although apparently in decline or at least transitioning 

to a more “practical” orientation within the academy 
like parks and recreation studies) does offer a “deep 
vocabulary” for talking about these things. the notion of 
leisure itself has been fairly richly theorized and as you 
note, i have come to utilize it as a way out of professional 
forms of meaning-making and creative activity. i have 
been thinking about the implications of conceptual-
izing art leisure instead of art work and about how to 
think differently about the entire culture of work itself 
(the political dimensions of that are a whole other story, 
especially with regard to the rise of “immaterial labor” as 
a theoretically fashionable discussion).

i am deeply committed to promoting “everyday” people 
who are finding ways to make their lives more mean-
ingful - devoted amateurs to a variety of intellectual 
pursuits, hobbyists, collectors, autodidacts, bloggers, 
karaoke singers, crafters, etc. this can come across as 
being against professionals or professionalism, but i, like 
most other amateurs, am indebted to their achievements. 
Where i get really testy though is when professionalism 
is privileged over amateurism as inherently superior. 
i’ve been around the “capital a” art world long enough 
to see an incredible sense of superiority with regard to 
“sunday painters.” in fact, the term itself is used as an 
insult. an obvious exception, and useful bridge between 
the fields of leisure studies and “high” art discourse is 
greg sholette’s writing around “dark matter” in which 
he notes the interdependency between the hobbyist and 
professional art worlds. i view myself as someone who 
straddles those worlds and i try to be an advocate for a 
rich, inclusive understanding of human meaning-mak-
ing.

“culture” is not something i want left solely in the hands 
of the professional class, the experts. i have found, unfor-
tunately, that i often have to out-snob the snobs, those 
who share a deeply intellectual/theoretical fundamental-
ist bias against vernacular cultures, and who believe that 
specialized and highly refined forms of discourse/activity 
are the most valuable. despite the rhetoric around the 
collapse of distinctions between high/low culture, it’s 
clear to me that there really isn’t a level playing field. in 
the art world it’s fine to draw on low culture, to “elevate” 
it into the high art arena, but show me where in the 
pages of artforum anyone is writing about sidewalk art 
fairs rather than the global art market fairs. i wish there 
was a little more honesty around all of this - pop/ver-
nacular culture is only legitimate if it is dressed up in the 
jargon or ironic posturing of the professional/academic 
art world[...]
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1. can you tell me What the main 
programmatic aspects of orchard 
gallery are?

orchard is a three-year project founded as a limited 
liability corporation in april, 2005 by rhea anastas, 
moyra davey, andrea fraser, nicolás guagnini, gareth 
James, christian philipp muller, Jeff preiss, r. h. Quayt-
man, karin schneider, Jason simon, bennett simpson, 
and John yancy, Jr.. orchard does not have a “program” 
as defined by a specific, articulated concept or set of 
criteria that determines what we do and show. orchard 
is “programmatic” in the sense that all of our activities 
intend to make an argument and articulate, enact or 
support a position. What that position is, however, is not 
singular or fixed but the subject of on-going debate and 
dialog among the partners of the llc. this is not the 
case because of any political or philosophical adher-
ence to a principle of dialogism or heterotopia, etc., but 
because the cohort is composed of individuals with dif-
ferent backgrounds, interests, projects, programs, politics 
and philosophies. those differences, however, as well as 
some commonality amongst us, do serve as a basis for 
what has emerged as our “program.” While that program 
is largely driven by the initiative of individual partners, 
our group-process seeks to involve as many members as 
possible in each initiative. this process has produced a 
program that is rooted in our diverse engagements with 
the legacies of minimalism,
conceptualism, neo-concretism, performance and ex-
perimental film; our diverse backgrounds in the united 
states, europe, and latin america; trans-generational 
networks in which we are involved; and a sense of alien-
ation from the dominance of the market in the contem-
porary art world and conservative politics in american 
society. other principles of general consensus include 
a commitment to historically-based artistic criteria (as 
opposed to market criteria) in our programming and a 
preference for conceptually, politically or thematically 
driven group exhibitions or projects (as opposed to solo 

exhibitions). finally, orchard has undertaken a number 
of reconstructions and re-presentations of ephemeral or 
unrealized historical works.

2. hoW is orchard different from other 
alternative-spaces? hoW is it different 
from other commercial galleries?

orchard was established as a for-profit limited liability 
corporation. most alternative spaces in the united states 
are not-for-profit corporations, a legal status that allows 
them to raise and receive tax-deductible
donations. the reasons orchard opted for a for-profit 
rather than not-for profit status are various. these 
include a desire to mount a critique of the commercial 
art market from within its structures; to critically engage 
the economic relations and conditions of value in the art 
market and attempt to construct functional alternatives; 
to avoid the marginality within a market-dominated art 
world that not-for-profit status often implies; and to de-
velop a structure of financial support for positions, works 
and practices that are not being supported by the art 
market. this last rationale is one that orchard may share 
with some other for-profit galleries that are sometimes 
called “alternative-spaces,” particularly galleries run by 
and for young artists. orchard differs from many of these 
other for-profit “alternative” galleries in that its partners 
do not only include artists, but also curators, critics, film-
makers, and an art historian. perhaps more importantly, 
orchard partners do not fall into “young” or “early-ca-
reer” categories, but can mostly be considered mid-career. 
some of the participating artists work with other galler-
ies in new york. so while orchard is oriented toward 
developing a platform and means of financial support for 
positions, works and practices not supported in the art 
market, orchard does not aim to serve as a launch-pad 
into the mainstream market. orchard does not seek to 
engage in “career development” with solo shows and does 
not “represent” artists--partners
or not.

in this regard, orchard also differs from most com-
mercial art galleries. the primary difference between 
orchard and most other commercial art galleries today 
may be orchard’s commitment to historically-based ar-
tistic criteria and rejection of market-based criteria in its 
programming. orchard also differs from other commer-
cial galleries in its financial structure. each of orchard’s 
partners are also investors in the llc, investments which 
mostly take the form of monthly contributions.

Andrea Fraser on 
Orchard47

Andrea Fraser answers questions about 
Orchard for Neue Review
 
www.orchard47.org/

commissions on sales are divided so as to repay major 
investments while also providing percentages for all part-
ners involved in a sale in any way, as well as a percentage 
for orchard’s publication project, preemptive press.

3. compromise appears on various occasions (e.g. in the 
decision-making of the design of the gallery, as well as 
in the gallery’s structure itself: being commercial and 
also using alternative models, for instance, each member 
pays a monthly fee as well as paying the artist more 
percentage than the general rate is and giving him/her 
more co-determination in the presentation of his/her 
work), can you tell me a bit about the role (and affects) 
of compromise in the project?

While compromise may be a necessary element of any 
non-authoritarian group structure, compromise has 
never been articulated as a principle of orchard. on the 
contrary, orchard’s group process aims to allow each ini-
tiative or position to be realized with as much autonomy 
and as little compromise as possible. With regard to the 
design of the gallery, the financial constrains we faced 
during renovation were not viewed as resulting in com-
promise but rather as generating great ideas that were 
generally embraced with enthusiastic unanimity. our 
thinking about commercial versus “alternative” status 
and our commission structure is discussed above.[...]
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[...] part study circle, part mutual aid association and part 
social action group, social security clubs are popping 
up in communities where people are looking for ways 
to support each other and take action. in a recent post 
for onthecommons, chuck collins discusses this new 
concept:

the common security club model was born out of work 
done in the last few years by people struggling with 
overwhelming indebtedness. participants spend some 
time discussing the root causes of the economic crisis, 
drawing on readings and materials provided by the 
network. but they mostly focus on what they can do 
together to increase their economic security and press for 
policy changes.

“What becomes clear to participants is we are facing 
some major economic and ecological changes,” said an-
dree Zaleska from the boston office of institute for policy 
studies, who is coordinating clubs in the northeast. 
“We are not going back to some golden age of economic 
growth based on empire, unfettered capitalism, and 
cheap energy—nor do we want to! We have to prepare 
ourselves and our communities for transformation.”

as theologian Walter brueggemann writes we need 
to shift from “autonomy to covenantal existence, from 
anxiety to divine abundance, and from acquisitive greed 
to neighborly generosity.” common security club partici-
pants are experimenting with ways to make the practical, 
political, and spiritual changes this entails.

the three main functions of the clubs are:

1) learn and reflect

through popular education tools, videos, bible study, 
and shared readings, participants increase their un-
derstanding of the larger economic forces on our lives. 
Why is the economy in distress? how did these changes 
happen? What are the historical factors? how does this 
connect to the global economy? What are the ecological 
factors contributing to the changes? What is our vision 
for a healthy, sustainable economy? What are the sources 
of real security in my life?

2) mutual aid and local action
through stories, examples, Web-based resources, a work-
book, and mutual support, participants reflect on what 
makes them secure. What can we do together to increase 
our economic security at the local level? What would it 
mean to respond to my economic challenges in com-
munity? how can i reduce my economic vulnerability in 
conjunction with others? how can i get out of debt? how 
can i help my neighbor facing foreclosure or economic 
insecurity? can i downscale and reduce my consumption 
and ecological footprint and save money?

3) social action
the economic crisis is in part the result of an unengaged 
citizenry and government. What can we do together to 
build an economy based on building healthy communi-
ties rather than shoring up the casino economy? What 
public policies would make our communities more 
secure? through discussion and education, participants 
might find ways to engage in a larger program of change 
around the financial system, economic development, tax 
policy, and other elements of our shared economic life.

clubs can be autonomous or affiliated with an existing 
institution, secular or religious. the ideal size is 10 to 
20 adults who make a commitment to an initial five 
meetings with a facilitator. clubs then decide whether to 
continue meeting and self-manage. starter sessions have 
been developed and include “the roots of the economic 
crisis,” “personal responses to economic and ecological 
change,” “things We can do together,” and “actions to 
transform the economy.” [...]

Common Security 
Clubs: 
Finding Support in Hard 
Economic Times

By Chuck Collins

This is an excerpt of an article that 
originally appeared in Sojourners 
magazine, February 2009.  

the great obsession of the nineteenth century was, as 
we know, history: with its themes of development and of 
suspension, of crisis, and cycle, themes of the ever-ac-
cumulating past, with its great preponderance of dead 
men and the menacing glaciation of the world. the 
nineteenth century found its essential mythological 
resources in the second principle of thermaldynamics- 
the present epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of 
space. We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the 
epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of 
the side-by-side, of the dispersed. We are at a moment. i 
believe, when our experience of the world is less that of a 
long life developing through time than that of a network 
that connects points and intersects with its own skein. 
one could perhaps say that certain ideological conflicts 
animating present-day polemics oppose the pious 
descendents of time and the determined inhabitants of 
space. structuralism, or at least which is grouped under 
this slightly too general name, is the effort to establish, 
between elements that could have been connected on a 
temporal axis, an ensemble of relations that makes them 
appear as juxtaposed, set off against one another, impli-
cated by each other-that makes them appear, in short, as 
a sort of configuration. actually, structuralism does not 
entail denial of time; it does involve a certain manner of 
dealing with what we call time and what we call history.

yet it is necessary to notice that the space which today 
appears to form the horizon of our concerns, our theory, 
our systems, is not an innovation; space itself has a 
history in Western experience, and it is not possible to 
disregard the fatal intersection of time with space. one 
could say, by way of retracing this history of space very 
roughly, that in the middle ages there was a hierarchic 
ensemble of places: sacred places and profane plates: 

protected places and open, exposed places: urban places 
and rural places (all these concern the real life of men). 
in cosmological theory, there were the supercelestial 
places as opposed to the celestial, and the celestial place 
was in its turn opposed to the terrestrial place. there 
were places where things had been put because they had 
been violently displaced, and then on the contrary places 
where things found their natural ground and stabil-
ity. it was this complete hierarchy, this opposition, this 
intersection of places that constituted what could very 
roughly be called medieval space: the space of emplace-
ment.

….in any case i believe that the anxiety of our era has to 
do fundamentally with space, no doubt a great deal more 
than with time. time probably appears to us only as one 
of the various distributive operations that are possible for 
the elements that are spread out in space,

now, despite all the techniques for appropriating space, 
despite the whole network of knowledge that enables 
us to delimit or to formalize it, contemporary space is 
perhaps still not entirely desanctified (apparently unlike 
time, it would seem, which was detached from the sacred 
in the nineteenth century). to be sure a certain theoreti-
cal desanctification of space (the one signaled by galileo’s 
work) has occurred, but we may still not have reached 
the point of a practical desanctification of space. and 
perhaps our life is still governed by a certain number of 
oppositions that remain inviolable, that our institutions 
and practices have not yet dared to break down. these 
are oppositions that we regard as simple givens: for 
example between private space and public space, between 
family space and social space, between cultural space and 
useful space, between the space of leisure and that of 
work. all these are still nurtured by the hidden presence 
of the sacred.[...]

heterotopias

first there are the utopias. utopias are sites with no real 
place. they are sites that have a general relation of direct 
or inverted analogy with the real space of society. they 
present society itself in a perfected form, or else society 
turned upside down, but in any case these utopias are 
fundamentally unreal spaces.

Of Other Spaces, 
Heterotopias

Michel Foucault

This text, entitled “Des Espace Autres,” 
and published by the French journal 
Architecture /Mouvement/ Continuité 
in October, 1984, was the basis of 
a lecture given by Michel Foucault in 
March 1967
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there are also, probably in every culture, in every 
civilization, real places - places that do exist and that 
are formed in the very founding of society - which are 
something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted 
utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that 
can be found within the culture, are simultaneously 
represented, contested, and inverted. places of this kind 
are outside of all places, even though it may be possible 
to indicate their location in reality. because these places 
are absolutely different from all the sites that they reflect 
and speak about, i shall call them, by way of contrast to 
utopias, heterotopias. i believe that between utopias and 
these quite other sites, these heterotopias, there might 
be a sort of mixed, joint experience, which would be 
the mirror. the mirror is, after all, a utopia, since it is a 
placeless place. in the mirror, i see myself there where i 
am not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up behind 
the surface; i am over there, there where i am not, a sort 
of shadow that gives my own visibility to myself, that 
enables me to see myself there where i am absent: such 
is the utopia of the mirror. but it is also a heterotopia in 
so far as the mirror does exist in reality, where it exerts a 
sort of counteraction on the position that i occupy. from 
the standpoint of the mirror i discover my absence from 
the place where i am since i see myself over there. start-
ing from this gaze that is, as it were, directed toward me, 
from the ground of this virtual space that is on the other 
side of the glass, i come back toward myself; i begin 
again to direct my eyes toward myself and to reconsti-
tute myself there where i am. the mirror functions as 
a heterotopia in this respect: it makes this place that i 
occupy at the moment when i look at myself in the glass 
at once absolutely real, connected with all the space that 
surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since in order to be 
perceived it has to pass through this virtual point which 
is over there.

as for the heterotopias as such, how can they be de-
scribed? What meaning do they have? We might imagine 
a sort of systematic description - i do not say a science 
because the term is too galvanized now -that would, 
in a given society, take as its object the study, analysis, 
description, and ‘reading’ (as some like to say nowadays) 
of these different spaces, of these other places. as a sort 
of simultaneously mythic and real contestation of the 
space in which we live, this description could be called 
heterotopology.

its first principle is that there is probably not a single 
culture in the world that fails to constitute heteroto-
pias. that is a constant of every human group. but the 
heterotopias obviously take quite varied forms, and 

perhaps no one absolutely universal form of heterotopia 
would be found. We can however class them in two main 
categories.

the second principle of this description of heterotopias 
is that a society, as its history unfolds, can make an exist-
ing heterotopia function in a very different fashion; for 
each heterotopia has a precise and determined function 
within a society and the same heterotopia can, according 
to the synchrony of the culture in which it occurs, have 
one function or another.

third principle. the heterotopia is capable of juxtapos-
ing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that 
are in themselves incompatible. thus it is that the the-
ater brings onto the rectangle of the stage, one after the 
other, a whole series of places that are foreign to one an-
other; thus it is that the cinema is a very odd rectangular 
room, at the end of which, on a two-dimensional screen, 
one sees the projection of a three-dimensional space, 
but perhaps the oldest example of these heterotopias 
that take the form of contradictory sites is the garden. 
We must not forget that in the orient the garden, an 
astonishing creation that is now a thousand years old, 
had very deep and seemingly superimposed meanings. 
the traditional garden of the persians was a sacred space 
that was supposed to bring together inside its rectangle 
four parts representing the four parts of the world, with 
a space still more sacred than the others that were like 
an umbilicus, the navel of the world at its center (the 
basin and water fountain were there); and all the vegeta-
tion of the garden was supposed to come together in this 
space, in this sort of microcosm. as for carpets, they were 
originally reproductions of gardens (the garden is a rug 
onto which the whole world comes to enact its symbolic 
perfection, and the rug is a sort of garden that can move 
across space). the garden is the smallest parcel of the 
world and then it is the totality of the world. the garden 
has been a sort of happy, universalizing heterotopia 
since the beginnings of antiquity (our modern zoological 
gardens spring from that source).

fourth principle. heterotopias are most often linked 
to slices in time - which is to say that they open onto 
what might be termed, for the sake of symmetry, 
heterochronies. the heterotopia begins to function at 
full capacity when men arrive at a sort of absolute break 
with their traditional time. this situation shows us that 
the cemetery is indeed a highly heterotopic place since, 
for the individual, the cemetery begins with this strange 
heterochrony, the loss of life, and with this quasi-eternity 
in which her permanent lot is dissolution and disappear-
ance.

fifth principle. heterotopias always presuppose a system 
of opening and closing that both isolates them and 
makes them penetrable. in general, the heterotopic site is 
not freely accessible like a public place. either the entry 
is compulsory, as in the case of entering a barracks or a 
prison, or else the individual has to submit to rites and 
purifications. to get in one must have a certain permis-
sion and make certain gestures. moreover, there are even 
heterotopias that are entirely consecrated to these activi-
ties of purification -purification that is partly religious 
and partly hygienic, such as the hammin of the moslems, 
or else purification that appears to be purely hygienic, as 
in scandinavian saunas.

sixth principle. the last trait of heterotopias is that they 
have a function in relation to all the space that remains. 
this function unfolds between two extreme poles. either 
their role is to create a space of illusion that exposes 
every real space, all the sites inside of which human life is 
partitioned, as still more illusory (perhaps that is the role 
that was played by those famous brothels of which we 
are now deprived). or else, on the contrary, their role is 
to create a space that is other, another real space, as per-
fect, as meticulous, as well arranged as ours is messy, ill 
constructed, and jumbled. this latter type would be the 
heterotopia, not of illusion, but of compensation, and i 
wonder if certain colonies have not functioned somewhat 
in this manner. in certain cases, they have played, on the 
level of the general organization of terrestrial space, the 
role of heterotopias. i am thinking, for example, of the 
first wave of colonization in the seventeenth century, of 
the puritan societies that the english had founded in 
america and that were absolutely perfect other places. i 
am also thinking of those extraordinary Jesuit colonies 
that were founded in south america: marvelous, abso-
lutely regulated colonies in which human perfection was 
effectively achieved. the Jesuits of paraguay established 
colonies in which existence was regulated at every turn. 
the village was laid out according to a rigorous plan 
around a rectangular place at the foot of which was 

the church; on one side, there was the school; on the 
other, the cemetery-, and then, in front of the church, an 
avenue set out that another crossed at fight angles; each 
family had its little cabin along these two axes and thus 
the sign of christ was exactly reproduced. christianity 
marked the space and geography of the american world 
with its fundamental sign.

the daily life of individuals was regulated, not by the 
whistle, but by the bell. everyone was awakened at the 
same time, everyone began work at the same time; meals 
were at noon and five o’clock-, then came bedtime, and 
at midnight came what was called the marital wake-up, 
that is, at the chime of the churchbell, each person car-
ried out her/his duty.

brothels and colonies are two extreme types of hetero-
topia, and if we think, after all, that the boat is a floating 
piece of space, a place without a place, that exists by 
itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time is 
given over to the infinity of the sea and that, from port 
to port, from tack to tack, from brothel to brothel, it 
goes as far as the colonies in search of the most precious 
treasures they conceal in their gardens, you will under-
stand why the boat has not only been for our civilization, 
from the sixteenth century until the present, the great 
instrument of economic development (i have not been 
speaking of that today), but has been simultaneously 
the greatest reserve of the imagination. the ship is the 
heterotopia par excellence. in civilizations without boats, 
dreams dry up, espionage takes the place of adventure, 
and the police take the place of pirates.
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as singapore moves forward into the new year, the next 
phase of its development will be based on the creative 
capacity of its people, both local as well as foreign talents. 
the national arts council together with its partners 
from the five districts of singapore, the community 
development councils, creates various platforms for 
community engagement by integrating arts and culture 
into the lives of its residents.

arts and culture have often been neglected in efforts 
to assess quality of life in singapore. it is essential to 
integrate arts and culture-related measures into a com-
munity indicator system. this system should comprise 
of periodically collected measures that monitor quality of 
life at the community level. a framework for a commu-
nity indicator system can be developed. the framework 
is based on the assumption that inclusion of arts, culture 
and creativity in quality of life measures is more mean-
ingful when it relies on the collaborative efforts of the 
government and the community.

inclusive communities are productive communities. this 
is the basic principle of a democratic country. every per-
son and neighbourhood deserves the opportunity to par-
ticipate in government decision-making, to contribute to 
economic development through individual and coopera-
tive initiative, and to share in the fruits of prosperity. the 
singapore government encourages its citizens to organize 
effectively through various community and grassroots 
organisations, to solve their own problems, improve their 
environment and to contribute to the overall productiv-
ity of their community.

community arts education programmes can play a 

number of important roles, especially for the
youth. these include:
1. contributing significantly to improved critical think-
ing, problem solving and decision making. it provides 
an experience for participants to learn technical and 
interpersonal skills important for collective organizing.
2. involving the communication, interpretation and 
understanding of complex symbols
3. fostering higher-order thinking skills of analysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation and judgement.
4. improving individual health. engaging in creative 
activity or attending arts
events appears to improve physical health (angus 1999; 
baklien 200; ball and keating 2002; bygren, konlan and 
Johansson 1996). the reason could be that arts have the 
ability to relieve stress.

the arts reach young people in many ways, appealing to 
the diverse strengths, interests and ways of social engage-
ment (mckay, reid, tremblay & pelletier, 1996). arts 
can break down barriers and create trust, particularly 
in situations where historically there has been a lack of 
trust. finally, the arts and performance serve to bring the 
residents together, creating forums in which other issues 
can be discussed and neighbours can become acquainted. 
this is especially important as many heartlanders do not 
have much opportunities to interact with their neigh-
bours due to the hectic lifestyle of many singaporeans.

many studies have been done to show how arts increase 
social capital and community cohesion (costello 1998; 
dolan, 1995; dreeszen, 1992; fritschner and hoffman, 
1984; krieger, 2001; landry et. al 1996; matarasso 1997; 
matzke 2000; murphy 1995; ogilvie 2000; preston 1983). 
community arts programs involve community members 
in a creative activity leading to a public performance or 
exhibit. it provides a way for communities to express 
themselves and enables artists to engage in creative 
activities with communities.

the information for this study has been gathered in 
several ways:  the most basic approach is simply to 
analyse the data collected by statistical agencies. the 
research approach also includes exploring the literature 
on the subject, by conducting visits to community events, 
arts and arts-related institutions, and by conducting tele-
phone, face-to-face interviews and survey questionnaires.

Community 
Arts Singapore: 
Framework for a 
Community Indicator 
System

Prof. Dr. Victor YU

Adapted from The Journal of 
International Social Research | Volume 
2/6 Winter 2009

telephone and face-to-face interviews and survey ques-
tionnaires were carried out with a total of 50 individuals, 
companies and local authorities who are involved in the 
arts. these included policy makers, artists and staff from 
arts companies who have a particular focus on delivering 
the arts to the communities. surveyed arts organisation 
are involved in multiple art forms; dance (25%), theatre 
(25%), music (20%), visual arts (20%) and literary arts 
(10%). the research interviews were designed and con-
ducted in a manner that encouraged linguistic discourse 
and not in a way that sought a response (answer) to a 
specified stimulus (question). Questions asked were of an 
open nature and designed more to empower and enable 
respondents to tell their story rather than to elicit a spe-
cific response. respondents were encouraged to elaborate 
on their responses. additional questions were used to 
probe where clarifications or contextual understanding 
was required. these varied from one interview to another 
depending upon the respondent’s story. the value which 
individuals attach to the arts will also impact on their re-
sponses. this in-lack of standardization of the interviews 
was necessary to ensure the validity of the data to gain a 
thorough understanding of the knowledge and views of 
the respondents.

the site visits were designed to provide a qualitative 
understanding of how individual arts organizations ap-
proach the task of building arts participation. topics that 
have been discussed include how organizations defined 
its participation goals; how these goals related to its 
broader mission; how it designed and implemented its 
participation strategies; what techniques it used; how it 
interacted with its broader communities; how it defined 
and measured progress towards its goals; and what it 
viewed as major challenges to its participation-building 
programs.

the four guiding principles below help the researcher in 
formulating a framework for a neighbourhood indicator 
system:

1) definition of arts, culture and creativity depends on 
the values, preferences and realities of the residents and 
stakeholders in a given community.

2) the concept of participation in which the residents 
and stakeholders engage in arts, culture and creativity

3) arts, culture and creative expressions are infused with 
multiple meanings simultaneously

4) opportunities for participation often rely on arts-spe-
cific and other resources.

the proposed framework consists of these principles 
plus four parameters that serve both as domains of 
inquiry and as dimensions of measurement. the four 
parameters are:

a) presence – of creative expressions in a given com-
munity. artists should be recognised for their value of 
their art first.

b) participation – by people in these creative expressions. 
studies have shown that certain groups are under-rep-
resented in participation in arts and cultural activi-
ties. these are low socio-economic groups and ethnic 
minority groups. the barriers to their participation may 
include lack of diversity in representation of the arts and 
lack of their own culture portrayed, language barriers, 
fear of racism and social constraints. the central goals 
of community development rely on residents having the 
opportunity to express their values, be self-reliant, and 
have greater participation and accountability in their 
community. this is accomplished by education, residents’ 
participation, consensus building and access to informa-
tion. community development empowers communities 
to position local issues within a larger political context.

c) impacts – of these creative expressions and participa-
tion in them to community-building outcomes. par-
ticipation in arts and cultural activities has been shown 
to result in the gaining of new skills, improve informal 
and formal learning, increase self-esteem and feeling of 
self-worth, promote social cohesion and community em-
powerment. for ethnic minority groups such as indians 
and sikhs, participation in cultural activities relating to 
their own cultures can result in enhanced sense of pride 
within the ethnic community.

d) support – in the form of financial, organisation, 
infrastructure, human resources and education to bring 
opportunities for participation in these creative expres-
sions. research has shown that there is a link between 
cultural participation and increased literacy and that 
participation in music and visual arts is linked to being 
above average in reading, maths and behaviour. participa-
tion in arts education can lead not only the development 
of arts and knowledge skills, but also the development of 
communication and social skills.
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proposed framework for arts research and measure-
ment
the study also found out that while many arts organisa-
tions are aware of the importance of engaging audience 
in socially inclusive activities, they have not done so. 
the respondents have cited constraints in time, human 
and financial resources as the main reasons. the survey 
found that 75% of the respondents agreed that arts can 
play a key role in fostering community bonding. at the 
same time, 76% of the respondents felt that the govern-
ment can do more to help individual artists develop their 
talents and business.

guiding principles:
a. values, preferences, beliefs, realities of different ethnic 
groups
b . involvement of community 
c. creativity presence
d. opportunities for creative expressions

domains of inQuiry and measurement
a. creativity presence and sustainability
b. community participation (engagement, expression, 
dialogue)
c. social impact (sense of belonging, and respect between 
residents, arts community, business and government
d. government support (financial / cultural infrastruc-
ture / human resource / education)

engaging the local community can increase audience 
attendance at theatres, art galleries, and arts-related 
events. the social impact, in turn, promotes the creation 
of a cultural sector in singapore, enhancing the image of 
the nation and promoting singapore as the international 
stage with events such as the singapore arts festival. 
70% of the respondents agreed that arts activities success-
fully help to bring in visitors and tourists to singapore. 
a majority of them also felt more positive about the 
place where the festivals took place, and felt that they 
have become more interested in the arts as a result. arts 
and culture are development tools that can contribute to 
building networks and trust in the community, and help 
create a sense of belonging.

a strong sense of belonging to one’s community can be 
important for social engagement and cohesiveness. the 
study shows that 68% of the participants have a stronger 
sense of belonging to their community an interesting 
finding from the survey showed that 68% of the respon-
dents felt that the government does not consider public 
opinion seriously before implementing certain arts 
policies. this could mean that the respondents felt there 

could be more consultation of public views before certain 
policies are made. the common criticism is that the 
government has already made up its mind to introduce 
certain policies, and seek public opinion afterwards.

one of the key recommendations from this study is 
that further research should be encouraged to carry out 
long-term impact assessment studies in personal and 
educational development of young people’s participation 
in museum activities. museums should be proactive in 
responding to community needs. at present, many see 
museums as mere buildings which house artefacts. the 
contribution of museums to cultural inclusion could be 
further studied. [...]

the attitudes and techniQues of artists 
have clearly buckled and changed many times over the 
past century, as industrialism became postindustrialism 
and first-world enterprise shifted from goods to services 
while manual production was shunted to outlying zones 
of cheap labor. the significance of these shifts is a central 
focus of helen molesworth’s 2003 essay “Work ethic,” 
in which she describes how artists—in their working 
ethos, methods, and social legitimacy in relation to 
other workers—are strapped to the twin engines of the 
economy and the technologies that drive it. art historian 
benjamin h. d. buchloh explored related issues when he 
formulated the notion of an “aesthetic of administration” 
in a piece in october in 1990, arguing that the postwar 
period’s concentration of power in the hands of manag-
ers “administering labor and production (rather than 
producing)” became a working model for conceptual 
artists in the 1960s and after. 

how have more recent artists modified their practices 
in view of our own epoch’s social and economic tumult 
and transformations? during the ’90s, critic and curator 
nicolas bourriaud famously looked at one strand of 
recent art that he characterized using the term relational 
aesthetics. his unique formulation of a kind of socially 
based art took shape just as the separation of art and life, 
author and audience, manual workers and knowledge 
workers, and the art market and artists’ resistance to it all 
reached what seemed a historical point of tension, if not 
outright implosion. the art that bourriaud focused on—
by liam gillick, dominique gonzalez foerster, philippe 
parreno, and rirkrit tiravanija, among others—mapped 
and reflected this moment. in the “culture of use,” as 
bourriaud aptly phrased it, artists were attempting to 
make socially relevant art outside the constraints of the 
market, pitting commodified objects against the slipperi-
ness of a post-duchampian conceptualism that broke 
the logic between labor and exchange value, production 
and worth, use and uselessness, author and audience, 
centralized power and autonomous agency.

the artists of relational aesthetics critiqued the power of 
the state and of capital by emphasizing the power of the 
crowd that participates in and completes their artworks. 
yet it is becoming ever more clear today that there is an-
other category of art that offers a different way to define 
artistic work in relation to social praxis and the issue of 
identity: an art that focuses not so much on the social 
relations of the artist and audience but on the atomized 
power of individual relationships within the social whole; 
an art focused not only on the artist’s autonomy but also 
on the contested idea of the self in our post-fordist era.

… as a form of art, service aesthetics can be traced 
to the social activism of the ’60s, but while it often shares 
a critical stance toward issues ranging from the environ-
ment to labor, and from capitalism itself to the familiar 
status of art-as-commodity, what sets it apart from the 
activism of the ’60s as well as from relational art is that 
the practitioners of service art are not drawn primarily 
to collective experience. the models they use typically 
replicate the transactional sites that fill the landscape of 
the service economy: doctor’s offices, clinics, hair salons, 
and shops. the audience is not seen as an ad hoc partici-
patory community for social disquisition, but each viewer 
is instead implicated as an individual participant—im-
plicated not in the general sense as an audience member 
but specifically as a client to be served. these service 
acts do not necessarily imply, as Joseph beuys posited 
in his idea of social sculpture, that every person harbors 
an inner creativity. instead, the works simply reflect the 
most common aspect of service economies in developed 
nations: everyone is an individual holder of legislative 
rights and a consumer of commercial services. Within 
service economies there are entrenched infrastructures 
that provide services of every kind, which consumer-cli-
ents depend on as entitlements of social good (particu-
larly in countries where they are distributed fairly) and as 
staples of private well-being. precedents for contempo-
rary works of service art have continuously appeared over 
the past few decades. [...]

Service 
Aesthetics

Steven Henry Madoff 
 
Artforum
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the commodification of experience that is intrinsic 
to the service economy (so easily captured in those 
commercial terms customization and personalization) 
has always been the subject of service aesthetics, which 
attempts to rescue the service act from anonymity, 
standardization, and indifference through personal 
attention and its implicit claims for the sovereignty of 
personal agency, individuality, and difference. and while 
the settings of service pieces may have been updated 
with the times, the establishment of an ethical transac-
tional gesture remains at the core of this art, which also 
recognizes that reciprocity between individuals is at the 
heart of every service act, though often buried under the 
mechanisms of capital.

for barbara t. smith’s 1973 performance feed me at san 
francisco’s now-defunct museum of conceptual art, the 
artist made herself the raw material of service—available 
to anyone who came into a closed room to do anything 
they wanted with her that was representative of “feed-
ing,” including physically interacting with her. in 1979, 
artist robin Winters, one of the most important precur-
sors of today’s service-oriented art, joined with peter 
fend, coleen fitzgibbon, Jenny holzer, peter nadin, 
and richard prince to open an office on lower broadway, 
where they provided “practical aesthetic services” includ-
ing curatorial feedback for artists. in 1989, Winters 
posted a sign in the window of Willoughby sharp’s 
gallery in new york that announced free consulta-
tions and gave advice to walk-in clients for a month. 
more recently, michael bramwell performed building 
sweeps, 1995–96, in which he swept the halls of 64 
West 128th street in harlem for a year, and in 1998, lee 
mingwei’s dining project—a piece in which lee cooked 
private dinners after-hours in the staff kitchen, hosting 
a single guest at a time—took place at the Whitney 
museum. (other food-related works may spring to 
mind, such as gordon matta-clark’s restaurant food in 
’70s soho or tiravanija’s many cooking pieces, but what 
distinguishes those works is that the author is dissolved 
into the group and the enunciation is collective, while in 
service art proper the author remains very much at the 
center of the work’s transaction with its single benefactor 
and collaborator.)

service art is most often, though not exclu-
sively, presented under the aegis of art institutions and 
galleries. Just as the duchampian readymade slipped 
out of the real world into the space designated for art, 
sowing irony and criticality, these works can also be 
read as ironic through their placement. a schism is 
established between the conventions of the art space and 

the insertion of a site plucked from a wholly other realm 
(therapist’s office, catered dinner, etc.). but this familiar 
conceptual inflection is only one détournement under-
taken by service aesthetics, and there is a crucial distinc-
tion from the work of duchamp. While the setting may 
still be ironic, the execution of such work is generally 
intended to frame a sincere transaction, with the priority 
of rendering an actual service—giving something of real 
use to the client in an act of functional benevolence. [...]
 

What i choose to call ‘social aesthetics’ is an artistic 
attitude focusing on the world of acts, and which experi-
ments with the transgressions of various economies. the 
term is coined as a common denominator, as the one that 
simply lends itself with the least resistance from the in-
ternal and external dynamics of some recent and historic 
artistic and art-related examples. one could probably say 
that the examples below describe a recent tradition of 
art as activism; yet perhaps closer to a discussion of the 
uses of art-institutional space than is commonly seen in 
art activism. the term “ephemeral” art is also often used 
in this discussion. common to the understanding of the 
eleven examples is that the dynamic between artistic 
activity and the realms that are, by tradition, relegated to 
the fabric of the social hardly describes a dialectic. social 
and aesthetic understanding are integrated into each 
other. here, some forms of social aesthetic activity have 
deliberately been launched within the art circuit as art 
projects; others qualify, or qualify for, artistic discussion 
after their actualisation in other contexts.

What i choose to call ‘social aesthetics’ is an artistic 
attitude focusing on the world of acts, and which experi-
ments with the transgressions of various economies. 
the term is coined as a common denominator, as the 
one that simply lends itself with the least resistance 
from the internal and external dynamics of some recent 
and historic artistic and art-related examples. one 
could probably say that the examples below describe a 
recent tradition of art as activism; yet perhaps closer to 
a discussion of the uses of art-institutional space than is 
commonly seen in art activism. the term “ephemeral” 
art is also often used in this discussion. common to 
the understanding of the eleven examples is that the 
dynamic between artistic activity and the realms that are, 
by tradition, relegated to the fabric of the social hardly 
describes a dialectic. social and aesthetic understanding 
are integrated into each other. the same thing goes for 
the dichotomy of institutional/non-institutional space. 

the present examples all share the fact that art and the 
art institution as resource become frames for activity that 
is real, because social interaction and the observation of 
its effects without conceptual rigidity is allowed.

the social aesthetic artwork involves a utilitarian or 
practical aspect that gives a sense of purpose and direct 
involvement; in the construction of the subject’s interac-
tion with culture it could be said that social aesthetics 
discusses a notion of the lasting phenomenon which 
substantiates a critical cultural analysis, a reason for one’s 
existence. it is a way of involving the metaphorical value 
of artistic concepts and projects on other professional 
spheres, such as architecture, design, financial structures 
etc., either as an understanding integrated in an artistic 
project, or as process of decoding and actualising art-re-
lated activity in its location in culture. in this way artistic 
work assumes a general focus on performance in a social 
perspective, either by means of its own nature as a forth-
running project without closure or by the real activity 
it occasions. this often involves collective organisation 
and an employment of art’s capacities for going against 
professional specialisation.

nonetheless it would be wrong to say that the opposite 
of social aesthetics is a painting or a sculpture, or any 
other traditional form of artistic expression. social 
aesthetics can’t be observed alone, in this sense the term 
is double bound: it says that the social probably can’t 
operate in a meaningful way without the aesthetic and 
vice versa, hence both the social and the sphere of art and 
aesthetics inform it. [...]
 

Social 
Aesthetics

Lars Bang Larsen 
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collective learning
i teach at portland state university in portland, oregon, 
and i have a class currently where we started by having 
all of the students tell their life stories to everyone else. 
it took three classes to get through them all, but they 
revealed many interesting things that wouldn’t come out 
in more cursory introductions. based on connections the 
students had we organized a series of field trips to places 
like a veterans hospital, an alternative kindergarten, a 
campus fraternity, a high school geometry class, a native 
american community center, a radio station, etc. from 
those experiences the students broke off into groups to 
develop projects like a radio show about grandmoth-
ers, and a lecture series in the frat house living room. 
some of the field trips didn’t develop into projects, but 
were still valued as experiences. i like to think of this 
method as a way to lessen my role as the authority in the 
classroom and instead we share that role and all become 
collective learners.

project research
the way that i work is that i’m often asked to go 
somewhere to do a project, an art center or a university 
gallery or something like that. generally it’s a place that i 
would never have gone to had it not been for the offer to 
do something there. examples include eastern kentucky; 
croatia; vietnam; hartford, connecticut; houston, 
texas, etc. i use these travel opportunities to learn about 
the place that i go to. this happens in a few differ-
ent ways. i might read some books and or watch some 
documentary films about that place and try to figure out 
a project from that information. or i might just go there 
and wander around and talk to some people that i run 
across. sometimes i wind up working with the people 
i meet on a project and am taken deep into their lives. 
i think of that as primary learning experiences, or first 
hand learning experiences. the book and film research 
is secondary learning. i like both forms. the part that 
is really interesting to me is that on my own i wouldn’t 

have learned about the things i learn about at all-i allow 
the direction of my research to be out of my hands at 
the start. i still determine specifically what i’m drawn 
to and want to spend more time working with and only 
choose things that seem interesting to me. once i’ve 
done the raw research i sometimes turn aspects of it into 
projects for the public to experience. i want to share what 
i find interesting. it’s sort of like referring people to a res-
taurant that you like or a movie, but in my case it might 
wind up being a video made at a gas station based on 
James Joyce’s ulysses or an exhibition about the vietnam 
War based on a war museum in vietnam.

experiential education
When i was in college as an undergraduate at humboldt 
state university, which is in a very small hippy town in 
northern california, i took a class from a teacher named 
bill duvall, he had co-written an important environ-
mental book called deep ecology. the class i took was 
called experiential education. on the first day of class 
bill duval asked each of the students to pick an outdoor 
physical activity to do during class periods for the rest 
of the semester. some people chose surfing, some bike 
riding, and some kayaking. i decided to walk on railroad 
tracks. i got really good at it, by the end i could walk on 
the tracks for miles at a time without falling off, i could 
also run on them, jump from one track to the other, spin 
around on them, and walk on them with my eyes closed. 
the class didn’t meet for the rest of the semester until 
the last weekend when we all meet up on a camping 
trip to talk about our personal experiences of doing our 
activities. somehow i think about that class often, where 
as most of the other classes i took in college and all of 
the tests and papers and discussions that were a part of 
them are long forgotten.

open source approaches
in the art world there is so much emphasis on originality. 
artists buy right into that, and even though they are al-
ways influenced by other people they try pretending that 
they are not. the galleries promote this idea and encour-
age “signature styles”, rarification and the star/celebrity 
system. i can see why the galleries would like that way 
of doing business because it allows them to inflate prices 
and make demand, but for artists there is no real benefit. 
it just suppresses the true way that people develop their 
work through adapting and hybridizing and creates an 
environment where artists feel like they have to protect 
and make secret their process rather than sharing it 
freely and feeling good about doing that, which i think 
would be much more healthy both for individuals and 
as a system.

social practice as opposed to studio practice
let me define “art” as anything that anyone calls “art”. 
that can be a maker or viewer. by calling something “art” 
it doesn’t make it art forever just during the time that 
it is being appreciated as art. similarly, i don’t think, as 
beuys said, that everyone is an artist, i just think that ev-
eryone has the potential to be an artist. if anyone wants 
to be an artist they can be one as far as i’m concerned 
and that is regardless of their credentials. you definitely 
don’t need an academic degree to be an artist. most of 
my favorite artists don’t have academic degrees.

i think an artist is someone who gets to do whatever they 
want (within whatever limits might be containing them-
financial, legal, ethical, psychological.) other professions 
or practices don’t have this level of freedom, dentists 
need to do dental work, dog trainers train dogs, etc. 
those could be fun or not so fun professions to have, but 
regardless that is what those people need to do until they 
decide that they want to do something else. artists can 
do a project about dentistry or dogs or anything else they 
are interested in at any time and then can do something 
else right after or even during, and still remain an artist.

social practice in regards to art can be looked at as 
anything that isn’t studio practice. by studio practice i 
mean the dominate way of making art-spending time in 
a studio working out personal interests into the form of 
paintings, or objects, or photos, or videos, or some other 
pretty easily commodifiable form. the often unspoken 
intention for this studio work is that it will go off to a 
desirable commercial gallery, be reproduced in art maga-
zines, and eventually wind up in museum collections, 
while making the artist into a celebrity of sorts, and 
paying all of the bills. that is the carrot on the stick that 
keeps this dominate approach alive and kicking, even 
though very few of these studio practice artists ever get 
their work shown at all, and most just give up and find 
some other way to pay off their student loans.

i’ve just started up a social practice mfa program at 
portland state university. there are currently eight 
students enrolled. they don’t get studios like the other 
mfa students and instead have a shared office and a 
shared classroom space. currently we are looking for a 
more public version of these spaces possibly in the form 
of an off-grid alternative energy portable building that 
might locate itself in different parts of the city in vacant 
lots and at grade schools, etc. the students take some 
classes with the other studio mfa students but they also 
spend time on projects in various collaborative groups 
working with the city of portland, various non-profits, 

and applying for public art projects in other places, as 
well as doing their own individual social practice work. 
i’m trying to show that artists can actually have sustained 
and supported careers within the public in ways that 
aren’t possible when the commercial gallery is the pri-
mary system that artists are trying to respond to. so far it 
is going very well.

learning environments
i like to read about alternative education for kids from 
the 60’s and 70’s. there is one writer i’m particularly 
fond of named John holt. he wrote a great book called 
how children learn, and then about twenty years later 
he revised the book by adding comments on his own 
writing in the margins of the book. he thought that a lot 
of the text he’d written twenty years earlier didn’t make 
any sense. one of the things he did agree with is that 
traditional classrooms are not set up as learning environ-
ments because the kids are divided up in terms of age, 
and because they are forced to sit in desks and not move 
or talk unless they raise their hand and are called on and 
then only to regurgitate what the teacher has already 
told them. he says that instead a learning environment 
would be one that has a mix of ages and experiences in 
one place so that people can learn from each other, and 
that learning happens through doing activities and talk-
ing with other people, so those things shouldn’t be sup-
pressed. in later books he suggests that typical schools 
are really more like prisons for kids rather than places of 
learning. i tend to agree.

making Work that is accessible to both art and non-
art publics
When i was younger it seemed like it was good to make 
art that was very obscure, so obscure that even i had no 
idea what it was about. if anyone asked i would just say 
that i wanted the viewer to have their own interpretation 
of what the work was about, but really i now think that 
was just a way of avoiding having to know what i was 
doing or why i was doing it. then it occurred to me that 
it might be nice if not only i understood what i was do-
ing, but that even non-art trained publics would be able 
to find the work accessible. even though i’d never been 
taught to think in that way it turned out to not be very 
hard to do. one of my favorite approaches is to do work 
with a local person or group of people that i met around 
the place where i am going to have a show. that way 
they feel invested in the show and invite their friends 
and family to see it. Working with these people made me 
avoid doing anything obscure and instead i found ways 
of making engaging projects in pretty straightforward 
ways [...]

Some Thoughts 
on Art and 
Education
Harrell Fletcher

2007
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it took circus people, metalworkers, pirates and one very 
cold mermaid to raise a bar in red hook, brooklyn, on 
sunday.

the event was the moving of the tini Wine bar — for-
merly of 414 van brunt street and indeed rather wee 
— to a new space five blocks north on the same street, 
the waterfront neighborhood’s main vein. tini’s owners, 
monica byrne and leisah swenson, decided to relocate a 
few months ago to their home décor shop, home/made, 
after a dispute over their lease.

they resolved to make the move with plenty of bombast 
and the help of customers and friends. ms. byrne, 
inspired by amish barn raisings, christened it a “bar 
raising” and asked locals to show up early sunday to 
dismantle, pack and move the contents, via a procession 
up van brunt.

about five dozen locals materialized despite sunday 
morning’s gray sky and drizzle, many bleary-eyed after 
toasting tini’s final night on saturday with plenty of 
wine and cheer. costumes were encouraged but not 
required, and among the people who showed up were a 
stilt-walker, a few pirates, a man wearing a blue plushy 
bathrobe and a orange and pink feathered headdress 
(“i made the hat for burning man,” he explained) and 
carolina salguero, who was strapped into a fully rigged 
miniaturized wooden ship outfit.

“i’m a traffic schooner,” said ms. salguero. “every move 
needs a traffic schooner.”

beatrice giovanniello, the owner of atlantis, a furniture 
and upholstery shop up the street, arrived in a skintight, 
blue-sequined mermaid dress — so snug it shortened 
her walk to mincing steps — a tiara, a golden tail and a 
plastic white sash that read “ms. red hook.”

around 11:20 a.m., she draped herself across the top of 
tini’s wooden and metal bar, which by that time was 
resting on an open trailer across the street, and stayed 
there, even though goose bumps dotted her bare shoul-
ders and arms. derek dominy, a jeweler who co-owns 
metal and thread up the street, had dismantled the bar 
with a portable band saw, and planned to weld it back 
together when it reached its new home.

almost everything came out of tini — light fixtures, 
shelves, the air-conditioner above the front door and the 
bar’s signature white couch, “essential to the social life 
of red hook,” ms. salguero said — even the bathroom 
sink. ms. swenson supervised the packing while ms. 
byrne prepared a thank-you feast of roast chicken and 
potatoes, kielbasa, artisanal breads and cheeses and 
many bottles of wine, served at home/made, at 293 van 
brunt. ms. swenson and ms. byrne had rented the space 
two years ago, using its kitchen to cater events. they 
plan to open it as a restaurant in mid-april under the 
home/made name, and will also sell furniture made by 
ms. swenson.

neighbors and regulars had mixed feelings about tini’s 
move; they were sad to see it go but relieved that it 
would not be lost. together with lenell’s, a cherished 
and recently shuttered liquor store next door, tini had 
helped anchor a microneighborhood within red hook. 
(the bar owners’ departure was fractious: ms. swenson 
and ms. byrne had a sublease, and their landlord, liz 
larie, said in a phone interview that they owed the lease-
holder around $18,000 for improvements the leaseholder 
had previously made, a claim ms. swenson and ms. 
byrne denied).

by 11:37 a.m., tini was cleaned out and the processional 
was ready to go. a local musician, steve smithie, known 
as smitty, strummed his resonator guitar, the stilt walker 
walked, the man in the blue bathrobe juggled three 
bowling pins, and ms. giovanniello waved and preened, 
unfazed by the helium balloons that were snagged on 
her tail.

eight minutes later, the merry procession arrived at tini’s 
new home. revelers filled home/made and began eating 
cheese and pouring wine. ms. giovanniello thawed out 
and took off her tail.

“have you ever seen anything as cool?” asked ms. byrne, 
ebullient and red-faced after a morning over the stove. 
“We asked a few people in the neighborhood to help, and 
suddenly the world is here.” [...]
 

this is a time to ask questions. not small questions but 
big, fundamental questions. What role did design play 
in contributing to our current global crisis? and what 
role should/will designers play in leading us out of this 
mess? the gloves have come off over the last few months 
with a raft of posts by influential design thinkers ques-
tioning the impact of innovation and design thinking, 
two of the most fashionable elements of contemporary 
design practice, on business practices.
We have been operating under the assumption that the 
primary challenge is to convince businesses to focus on 
fulfilling user needs with higher quality products, with 
more meaningful experiences? but what if the ‘users’ 
themselves are the problem?

i have already written about the drive for more direct 
social engagement among designers, particularly young 
designers, as reflected in programs like tu/e and design 
firms like project h. by embracing a more active form 
of engagement and influence, these designers are asking 
perhaps the most fundamental question of all: do we 
need to shift the conventional notion of user-centered 
design (ucd) and rethink the very foundation of con-
temporary design practice?

this may sound like blasphemy, particularly at times like 
these. With people struggling in so many areas of society 
it would seem to be more important than ever to focus 
our efforts as designers on addressing specific, observed 
human needs. and i am not advocating that we abandon 
the methods of ucd wholesale. but is ucd sufficient? 
is it the right compass to guide us toward the larger scale 
social changes that we need?

over and over, i have seen how a ucd process will tend 
to emphasize certain benefits of an experience like ‘con-
venience’ over other, more meaningful sources of social 
value. in the hypercompetitive global marketplace, our 
clients often encourage us to identify unmet needs and 
desires that can help them differentiate their products 

and accelerate the familiar cycle of consumption and 
disposal. yet, these desires are not purely manufactured. 
they often connect with deeply-felt needs for self-
expression and personal fulfillment on the parts of our 
‘users’. this is particularly true as more and more devices 
become connected.

We have been operating under the assumption that the 
primary challenge is to convince businesses to focus on 
fulfilling user needs with higher quality products, with 
more meaningful experiences. but what if the ‘users’ 
themselves are the problem? What if users represent not 
a coherent set of needs but a messy mix of desires and in-
fluences? What, ultimately, is the role of the designer in 
sorting through these desires to determine which should 
drive our design decisions? and what frameworks, other 
than intuition, should we use to make these judgments?

our design decisions are just one influence among many, 
not categorically different, and often not the most effec-
tive in motivating the user to achieve their desired aims.

What we are beginning to appreciate is the degree to 
which user behavior is alWays subject to influence. We 
should not assume that our role is to somehow remove 
those influences so that the user can act in a free and un-
constrained manner to achieve their own needs, as that 
is impossible. the user is not a self-contained actor in 
the system, but one who is largely and continually open 
to influences, the most important of which he/she is 
generally not conscious of. our design decisions are just 
one influence among many, not categorically different, 
and often not the most effective in motivating the user to 
achieve their desired aims.

from the individual to the cooperative

as the notion of the ‘end user’ becomes more and more 
fuzzy, the center shifts. We are faced with tough deci-
sions regarding the different forms of influence that we 
choose to embrace in our work. as we look for a compass 
relative to these decisions, perhaps the focus will shift 
from the individual to the community, from personal 
needs to social exchanges. as Jess mcmullin correctly 
observes: “groups and individuals are the yin and yang of 
influence. to convince a group often means convincing 
individuals. and convincing individuals often means 
convincing a group. knowing who to focus on, and in 
what setting is the key question we have to answer when 
we want to affect a decision.” if we want to impact these 
ecosystems on a large scale we must increasingly design 
for social systems, not individual needs.
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this is particularly true in areas like energy and 
healthcare that are of increasing interest to the design 
community (particularly to designers who want to have 
a meaningful social impact). if we want to impact these 
ecosystems on a large scale we must increasingly design 
for social systems, not individual needs, for it is within 
cooperative systems that personal fulfillment has the 
best chance of intersecting with broader social values. 
and personal decision-making can achieve larger ‘scale 
effects.’ folks like John thackara have been calling our 
attention to this for some time: “it’s about groups, com-
munities, neighborhoods in which you have the capacity 
for a community to investigate and invest in solutions 
rather than individuals.”

but engaging with communities is fundamentally differ-
ent. We are not merely substituting one center (the user) 
for another (the group). With communities, the means 
of engagement and influence exist across the participants 
not within a single person. value is created and shared 
dynamically through cooperative activities that are not 
often apparent from the outside. they emerge from 
within.

as dan arielly explains predictably irrational, market 
exchanges are fundamentally different than social ex-
changes: “so we live in two worlds: one characterized by 
social exchanges and the other characterized by market 
exchanges. and we apply different norms to these two 
kinds of relationships”. and applying the rules of one to 
the other usually backfires. as much as we can look at 
the external symbols of communities (such as status and 
reputation) we cannot appreciate the nuance of social 
behavior without participating. certainly not to the 
degree that is needed to support effective design solu-
tions. We need to prototype from within. to participate. 
What forms of design practice are emerging in this new 
context?

What does this mean for your practice? i often cringe 
these days when i hear designers gravitate towards 
‘platform’ as solutions. all too often, this as an excuse to 
avoid direct engagement imho--and the tough choices 
that we are hired to make as designers. platform strate-
gies only become meaningful in practice, when combined 
with a participatory approach and long term engage-
ment, often within a single industry or community. We 
need to look at platforms not as an excuse to remain at 
a distance, but a call to engage. a call that i hope more 
designers will answer--to great effect. [...]

[...] anderson, et al, have listed what they see as the four 
central claims of a situated learning perspective and have 
argued each is flawed:

action is grounded in the concrete situation in which it 
occurs. objection: it is true that brazilian street sellers, 
who correctly calculate the cost of items which they sell 
in the streets, are unable to answer similar questions at 
school. but this is a demonstration that skills practiced 
outside of schools do not generalize to schools, not that 
arithmetic procedures taught in the classroom cannot be 
used by shop keepers. indeed, skills like reading clearly 
transfer from one context to another.

knowledge does not transfer between tasks. objec-
tion: the psychological literature contains both success 
and failures to achieve transfer. transfer between 
tasks depends on the amount of practice in the initial 
domain and the degree of shared cognitive elements. for 
example, subjects who learned one text editor learned 
subsequent editors more rapidly, with the number of 
procedural elements shared by two text editors predict-
ing the amount of transfer.

 training in abstraction is of little use. objection: this, 
anderson, et al, say has been extended into an advocacy 
for apprenticeship training by those taking a situated 
perspective. in contrast, anderson, et al, advocate a com-
bination of abstract instruction and concrete examples. 
When they introduced real-world-like problems to 
situate high school algebra, they felt much class time was 
wasted on such clerical tasks as tabling and graphing, 
while relatively little time was spent relating algebraic 
expressions to the real-world situations. [koedinger, et 
al, “intelligent tutoring goes to school in the big city,” in 
proceedings of the 7th World conference on artificial 
intelligence in education, aace, 1995, pp. 421-428.] We 
wonder whether their observation was due to the kinds 
of problems used or the teaching.

instruction must be done in complex, social environ-
ments. objection: research in psychology shows training 
is often more effective when nearly independent parts 
are practiced first, before combining them. in team 
sports and orchestras, more time is spent on individual 
practice than group practice, although both are necessary. 
(shouldn’t the kind of knowledge, whether procedural 
or conceptual, matter? learning how to factor and un-
derstanding the nature and uses of functions seem quite 
different.) anderson, et al, also question the efficacy of 
cooperative learning when applied without requisite 
structuring or scripting. [...]
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the gallery education sector is operating within a climate 
in which the assessment of learning through provision of 
satisfactory evidence is becoming increasingly important. 
the museums libraries and archives council (mla), 
through the development of its ‘inspiring learning 
for all’ framework and advocacy of the five ‘generic 
learning outcomes’ as the preferred methodology for 
measuring learning, has drawn attention to the need for 
museums to demonstrate the nature of learning out-
comes. the priority for cultural organisations, according 
to the mla, is to provide evidence-based accounts of the 
impact of learning on individuals and groups, thereby 
demonstrating how museums (and galleries) can contrib-
ute to a learning society. undeniably, the approaches 
identified by the mla provide a method for measur-
ing learning outcomes, but arguably, there is as great a 
need for cultural organisations to develop methods for 
interrogating the specific learning processes occurring 
within their education projects, in order to gain a greater 
understanding of what and how learning occurs. it is this 
latter approach that is explored in the value of visual 
exploration: understanding cultural activities with 
young people. the methodology outlined in this text 
takes as its starting point the processes of participatory 
art projects in order to develop ‘an informed, process-
generated approach
to evaluation.’

this timely book is based on a five-year action research 
project undertaken by roz hall between 1997 and 2002, 
which provided opportunities for young people to make 
images using photography and new media in informal 
contexts, such as birmingham’s bull ring markets. the 
overall tone of the text is established in the introduction 
where the cyclical, dynamic nature of action research is 
emphasised. the introduction also stresses that the book 
is exploring outcomes and issues that have emerged in a 
process that is ongoing, rather than a completed project. 

subsequent chapters focus on the details of two projects: 
the bull ring project and the young, Queer and safe? 
project, and include ‘traces’ of the process (i.e. images 
made during the projects and dialogue and diary entries), 
in order to map the process. the final chapter draws 
the major concepts together and provides arguments 
for implementing this methodology in the future. in 
this way, the text exists both as a documentation of the 
projects – evidenced through description and critical re-
flection by the author and the project participants – and 
an exposition of a particular form of evaluation.

the symbiotic relationship between documentation 
and evaluation is integral to the approach taken in the 
book. central to these projects was the maintenance of a 
research diary, which was originally written by roz hall, 
but added to and amended on an ongoing basis by col-
laborators and commissioners. as nick stanley observes 
in the foreword, this diary accomplishes many different 
objectives, becoming both a process, a product and ‘a 
venue where different agendas meet and are negotiated.’ 
the open and collaborative nature of the diary is key, 
since, apart from documenting the development of the 
project, writing the diary entries encouraged the project 
leader and the participants to critically reflect on their 
practice as it progressed. this process of analysis and 
reflection informed the subsequent development of the 
project and ensured that the work progressed according 
to the participants’ wishes and ambitions. in this way, the 
diary entries made explicit the expectations that all those 
involved had of the project and were used as benchmarks 
against which the progression and achievements of the 
project could be assessed, hence their value in terms of 
ongoing evaluation. [...]

We live in a complex world with complex problems that 
cross geographic, organisational and social boundaries in 
ways that cannot be always known in advance. in order 
to tackle such problems, professionals working towards 
the construction of sustainable communities have to 
both learn to learn over their working lives and to con-
vert what they learn into collective action in the places 
where they work.

learning can be thought of either as an activity done by 
individuals who might learn in formal settings (such as 
the classroom), in non-formal settings (such as work-
based seminars) or in informal settings (in work).

most learning is done in informal situations and may not 
be explicitly recognised by those who are doing the learn-
ing. equally not all learning is done by the individual.

collective or social learning is a process that structures 
individual learning in the workplace. collective learning 
assumes some notion of learning together, although as 
with any social process, not all stakeholders will have 
an equal influence over what is learned since different 
stakeholders will have differing claims to expertise and 
knowledge. collective learning implies advantages for 
organisations over individual learning since it involves 
building organisational capacity that can survive the 
inevitable turnover of key staff.

the problem is to assess the relative importance of these 
different forms of learning, acknowledging in advance 
that collective learning in project-based multidisciplinary 

working is problematic and relatively uncommon. how-
ever, it is also likely that both informal and social learn-
ing go on but are unrecognised by both the individuals 
and organisations doing the learning.

beyond assessing current learning practice the research 
will explore the opportunities and constraints on both 
learning and implementing learning in work around 
building sustainable communities. it will investigate the 
nature of learning in work settings principally by work-
ing with professionals who are working in different ways 
to build sustainable communities.

individual participants will be interviewed in order to 
explore their perceptions to learning and transforma-
tion, before we carry out inquiry groups where we bring 
together people representing different organisations 
and professionals to identify the practice of learning and 
transformation collectively.

this will be accompanied by key respondent interviews 
with line managers and the analysis of formal profes-
sional and organisational development strategies in key 
agencies.

in order to get a range of experiences we will be looking 
at three case study scenarios that touch on neighbour-
hood renewal (‘urban’ scenario), the regeneration of 
small towns (‘rural’ scenario) and the elaboration of a 
sustainable communities plan for a mid-sized settlement 
(such as salisbury or chippenham).

each of these scenarios implies a need for agencies work-
ing around the theme of building sustainable communi-
ties to do something different, such as working with the 
resident community. the range of settlements will cover 
both the need to promote regeneration and the need to 
manage growth. each of these scenarios will take place 
within the context of project-based (hence time-limited) 
multidisciplinary teams and so offer up the issue of 
where collective learning is to be lodged once a project is 
complete and the project team disbanded.

the final element of this research project is to convert 
what we learn and what we know already into learning 
material that can help professionals working on the 
‘sustainable communities’ agenda to identify, recognise 
and encourage an environment for learning. this is work 
we will shape in partnership with the regional centre 
of excellence and the royal town planning institute 
(rtpi). [...]
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What is situated learning?

although inquiry and research on situated cognition and 
learning are largely areas of study in the last two decades, 
dewey (1938) discussed situation and context in logic 
and argued that “situations” are not isolated objects or 
events, but are connected within “a contextual whole” 
(p. 66). for dewey, thinking is not a separate activity but 
part of interactive experiences within particular contexts.

scholars often credit vygotsky with providing the 
foundations for situated cognition when he argued that 
knowing, understanding, and thinking happen in socio-
cultural contexts (abdal-haqq, 1998; hendricks, 2001; 
hung & der-thaq, 2001; lave & Wenger, 1991). learners 
develop cultural tools, such as material artifacts and 
language, in order to participate in social groups. socio-
cultural theory expanded situated cognition by analyzing 
the teaching and learning that takes place in non-school 
settings (cole, 1995; kirshner & Whitson, 1998).

cross-cultural psychology research of the 1970s also rec-
ognized that learning takes place in real world settings 
(rogoff & chavajay, 1995).   researchers observed that 
people who are poor cognitive performers in classroom 
settings often “think impressively in their everyday lives” 
(p. 859). educational scholars began to question how 
and why people learned differently in multiple settings 
and disagreed about terminology and units of analysis 
(cole, 1995). defining and understanding the concepts 
surrounding situated cognition and learning--situation, 
context, and activity--differ depending on perspective.

brown, collins, and duguid (1989) point out that in 
situated cognition, “the activity in which knowledge is 
developed and deployed. . .is not separable from or ancil-
lary to learning and cognition. nor is it neutral. rather, it 

is an integral part of what is learned” (par. 2). situations 
occur in contexts, which are the integrated elements of 
the environment: the participants, activities, texts, tasks, 
or objects of particular situations. Within any situation, 
contexts weave together the contents of a place and time. 
situated cognition involves activity, or the process of 
doing, participating, and completing tasks (bredo, 1994; 
cole, 1995).

situated activities in school settings can add authenticity 
to typical classroom simulations. certainly, simulations 
are a step toward situated cognition; but in addition to 
imitating skills that learners will later transfer to real 
settings, authentic activities are embedded in actual 
situations of their use and creation (brown, collins, & 
duguid, 1989; Wilson, 1993). learners engage directly in 
activities that reflect events in everyday life; activities in 
which they can connect previous knowledge and inte-
grate their own experiences, culturally or socially.

lave and Wenger (1991) offered one of the most im-
portant contributions to situated learning theory. they 
positioned learning as “an integral and inseparable aspect 
of social practice” (p. 31), and argued that a situated per-
spective means that, essentially, every activity is situated. 
in this framework, learning is “fundamentally situated” 
and occurs as everyday events in which the context is an 
integral part of the process, exchanges are interactive and 
social in nature, and the use of tools is necessary (brown, 
collins, & duguid, 1989). in other words, rather than 
existing in isolation, situated learning occurs with other 
people, takes place within particular authentic activities, 
and is structured through the use of shared tools (Wil-
son, 1993; choi & hannafin, 1995).

situated learning depends on interaction among people 
(lave, 1988) within socially and culturally constructed 
settings (lave & Wenger, 1991; Wilson, 1993). certainly, 
all learning, and arguably all human interaction, involves 
situations, contexts, and activities. however, Wilson 
(1993) argued that gaining skills and knowledge and 
constructing meaning within situated learning arenas 
require cognitive processes in “real world” contexts as 
opposed to the artificial simulations that are often found 
in classroom settings. [...]

the production and consumption of works of art are 
distinct processes, and as such rarely are considered 
together. usually, art production is dealt with by theories 
of creativity or portraits of the individual artist, while the 
viewer’s encounter with art is considered in analyses of 
aesthetic experience or explained by reference to empiri-
cal data about the mind/brain. this ap¬proach makes it 
seem as if artist and viewer relate to art in radically dif-
ferent ways. it may appear reasonable, inasmuch as the 
viewer’s relationship to art in comparison to that of the 
artist is predominantly passive. yet, seen from a cognitive 
point of view, artist and viewer have more in common 
than what distinguishes them.

situated cognition and dynamic processes
tsc stands for a bottom-up approach to cognition 
that has its basis in the claim that the evolution and 
development of cognition from simple to more complex 
processes are continuous (cf. Johnson & rohrer 2006). 
the theory looks for support in the theory of biologi-
cal evolution, data from developmental psychology, 
and analyses of the significance of the body for abstract 
thought by philosophers such as dewey and merleau-
ponty. 

indenpendently of each other, dewey (1916) and 
merleau-ponty (1945) argued that rational operations 
grow out of embodied, biological activities in local 
environments, and that an account of abstract thinking 
must begin with the sensory-motor system. in line with 
this, tsc disagrees with theories that model cognition 
on conscious reasoning, as reflecting the ways thought 
processes are conceptu¬alised in language. instead, tsc 
states that cognition is ‘active’ in the sense that cognitive 
processes emerge in concrete situations of physical action 

and socio-cultural practices. in integrating conation and 
affect, cognition is driven by, on the one hand, the agent’s 
current needs and motivation and, on the other, the 
contingent, contextual elements that support immediate 
action. Judgments made on-line that do not properly 
distinguish emotionally laden evaluations from factual 
belief provide the motives for action. both emotional 
and factual information are essential for initiating and 
achieving action (cf. damasio 1994), and cannot be sepa-
rated in the individual case. according to tsc, explicit 
conceptual reasoning plays a limited role for on-line cog-
nition. for the most part, it is used either in retrospect 
to make sense of the past or anticipation of one’s own or 
other’s expected behavior in future situations. 

lave (1988) emphasizes that the social context of human 
beings is historical. humans offload cognition onto the 
environment during on-going action and for future 
purposes. knowledge, skills, techniques, and technology 
are shared and transmitted by being embodied in tools 
and artifacts as well as in behavior patterns, procedures, 
rituals, and habits. the physical and functional proper-
ties of the means are conditioning the ways in which the 
information may be articulated. therefore, factors such 
as economy and access to raw materials play an impor-
tant role in determining the level of cognitive complexity 
of a society. according to lave (1988: 1), cognition is dis-
tributed, i.e., “stretched over, not divided among—mind, 
body, activity, and culturally organized settings (which 
include other actors).” it involves the components over 
which it is distributed essentially—whether natural and 
organic or artefactual, they are constitutive of the cogni-
tive activities for which they have been recruited.

[…]according to the present account of artistic practice 
and aesthetic experience, the fundamental ways in which 
artist and viewer perceptually engage with art are similar. 
the relationship between artwork and agent (whether 
artist or viewer) is experientially grounded in the agent’s 
encoun¬ter with the work of art in the context of 
action. the interaction between artwork and agent is 
determined by, on the one hand, the affordances of the 
artwork and, on the other, the affectivities of the agent. 
the affordances and affectivities that have significance 
for the quality of artistic practice and aesthetic experi-
ence relate to bodily and perceptually based skills in the 
arts and related areas. however, which resources in fact 
are available in the global socio-cultural context of the 
agent will have a strong influence on the character of his 
or her skills. [...]
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the case of readymades and found objects illustrates that 
affordances associated with art have different conse-
quences for action than those of the ordinary context of 
use. consider the case of tracy emin’s my bed exhibited 
at the tate gallery in 1999. emin’s bed was unmade 
and stained, surrounded by dirty underwear and litter. 
it stirred up a lot of anger. as viewers, we are supposed 
to regard the bed as a work of art, yet a woman was 
reported to have come to the exhibition with cleaning 
materials to tidy it up. readymades confuse our intu-
itions and make affordances clash. 

approaching aesthetic experience from the perspective 
of tsc cum dst uncovers what is common to artist and 
viewer. the present approach brings out a fundamental 
fact about aesthetics, specifically, that it is broadly cogni-
tive, and as such, that any human being has the capacity 
for aesthetic experience. this fact sometimes appears 
to be neglected by theories that focus on complex and 
radical forms of art to the detriment of the aesthetic 
experi¬ences in daily life. the conclusion of the preced-
ing discussion is unequivocal. successful works of art 
are such that couple with the viewer—and coupling may 
equally consist in ‘passive’ contemplation as in ‘active’ 
making.
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